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This paper defines five broad styles of decorated bone carving animal and human images carved in bone and wood. Avian

known from southeastern Florida, spanning the time of the pre- images predominate, but serpent, mammal, and aquatic beings

pottery era through the European-contact period. Decorated also are known (Wheeler 1992a). Effigy carvings primarily date

bone from the earliest occupation of southern Florida is rare, to the Glades II period (A.D. 700-1200), with imagery derived

but would appear to be related to broader styles shared by from Hopewellian and Weeden Island art styles. Effigies were,

Archaic cultures throughout the peninsula (Wheeler 1994). The however, made well into the European-contact era. These late

most well-known of the southern Florida forms is the effigy Glades III period specimens often are more stylized than their

style, which is related to the wood-carving traditions of Key predecessors, and occasionally depict humans, a form absent in

Marco, Fort Center, and Belle Glade. Other styles include what Glades II period carving. The distribution of this style is quite

appear to be local and regional manifestations of Mississippian- broad, roughly approximating that of the peninsular geometric

related decorative motifs. The degree of influence varies, with forms discussed below. Figure 1 illustrates two bird effigies

some very parochial forms in the Everglades style. In contrast from southern Florida'.

to the Everglades style, a peninsular geometric style is widely
distributed throughout eastern and southern Florida. The baton- Late and Mississippian-related Styles

shaped bone pins, often stained with copper salts, appear to be

closely related to the high-status goods of Mississippian elites. Peninsular Geometric Style

The enigmatic antler carvings of the Margate-Blount site

(8BD41) combine traditional forms and media of southern The peninsular geometric style is comprised of rectilinear and

Florida with motifs related to late Mississippian shell gorgets. curvilinear forms, incised on bone pins, pendants, and feather

A description of three major styles currently known for southern holders2 . Many of the designs known from this style may have

and eastern Florida follows, with specific attention paid to the their origins in the technical work of basketry, braidwork, and

Mississippian-related forms. featherwork. These designs are found on artifacts from Hontoon
Island (Purdy 1987, 1988:648-649) and other St. Johns River

Archaic and Hopewellian-related Styles area sites (Stewart 1979:56; personal communication, 1992), as
well as sites in the Indian River (Ferguson 1951; Rouse 1951),

Early Decorated Styles East Okeechobee (Wheeler 1992b), Okeechobee (Willey 1949a),
Ten Thousand Islands (Griffin 1988), Caloosahatchee, and

In a previous paper, Wheeler (1994) has discussed a group of Everglades areas, representing one of the most widespread

stylistically linked, decorated bone artifacts found at Archaic carving styles in Florida. Simpson (1995) has recently reported

period sites throughout the Florida peninsula. The typical motif bone artifacts with these motifs from the Narvaez site in St.

is a complex arrangement of cross-hatched or hatched bands in Petersburg. Although some examples are socketed (Figure 2j-k),

diamond and nested-diamond arrangements. These artifacts are these pins are usually tenoned (Figure 3b, d, f-g). Relative

primarily from sites in the St. Johns River area, although dating of the specimens indicates a Glades IIc (A.D. 1000-1200)

examples from the lower Gulf coast also are known. Artifacts origin for the designs in southern Florida. All specimens from

with similar diamond motifs also are known from Archaic sites the St. Johns River, Indian River, and Gulf Coast areas date to

in the Indian River and Everglades areas, suggesting that this the European-contact period, indicating an expansion of the

style extended well into southern Florida. Examples include a style to the north. Examples of this form are illustrated in

specimen from the famous "Vero Man" site (Rouse 1951:229), Figures 2 and 3.

as well as Peace Camp in Broward County (Mowers and The three primary motifs of the peninsular geometric style are

Williams 1972:14,16). a rectilinear guilloche (Figure 2; also see Purdy 1988), a
curvilinear design (Figure 3b, d-f), and an arc with radiating

Effigy Style lines (Figure 3c-d, g-j). This last design usually is confined to
the head or crown of bone pins, while the former two motifs

The effigy style includes in-the-round, bas-relief, and incised occur on the shafts of bone pins. Occasionally the rectilinear
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Figure 1. Effigy style antler and bone carvings: a) antler bird, possibly the Carolina parakeet or
peregrine falcon, 4 cm, Florida Portland (8DA45), Glades II late, FLMNH 94380; b) bone or antler
bird, 5.1 cm, Mound Key, Glades ifc, UM 8217.

guilloche occurs on the crown of a pin (Figure 2e). These Examples have been recovered at Lake Jackson (Jones
motifs are combined on some pins (Figure 3d, g). 1994:130; Richardson and Pohl 1982:157), Picnic Mound

Designs based on textile patterns are found in many cultures, (Bullen 1952:65-66), Granada (Richardson and Pohl 1982:157),
including the Paracas of South America and the Maya of and Coral Springs (Williams 1970:143-144). W.P.A. excava-
Central America. In the latter region Robicsek (1975:285-286) tions near St. Augustine also produced an example (Figure 4j).
has documented the use of the "mat pattern" as a symbol or Other examples of these baton-like pins are illustrated in Figure
emblem of the Maya elites. Likewise, feathers are often used in 4.
Native American societies as insignia of powerful spiritual or The baton or mace is a weapon that appears in the arts of the
military leaders (Howard 1981:217-218, 1984:73-74). The de Mississippian horizon (Howard 1968:26-29, 64, 76-78; Waring
Bry engravings of the Le Moyne watercolors consistently show and Holder 1945:Figure II, l-w). Examples of the baton or
feathers and feather holders associated with powerful individuals mace motif appear as petroglyphs, ceremonial flints, or as
(Hulton 1977:Plates 103, 106, 110, 129). Many of the artifacts weapons brandished by combative figures in Mississippian shell
bearing the rectilinear and curvilinear motifs described above gorgets and dippers (Ganier 1954). The mace or baton is incised
could have been used as feather holders. Jordan (1963:39-40, on some Safety Harbor Incised vessels (Mitchem 1989:361-364;
49) recovered a number of tenoned bone feather or plume Sears 1967:Figure 8.1). Ethnographic evidence presented by
holders at the Goodman site where they were conjoined with Howard (1968:76-78) indicates that the baton or war club was
bone ferrules or rings. among the objects used during the Green Corn ceremony of

Comparison of the peninsular geometric style motifs with southeastern Indians.
those found on the large wooden owl effigy from the St. Johns
River (Figure 3a) indicates some relationship between the The Everglades Style
designs and avian imagery. Note that variants of the rectilinear
guilloche (on the back of the owl) and the arc with radiating The geometric designs identified here as the "Everglades
lines (comprising the owl's tail feathers) are stylized representa- Style" do not share any similarities, save for the broadest, with
tions of feathers. the incised designs found typically on Glades pottery. However,

some unusual or unique sherds do have designs similar to those
Baton-shaped Bone Pins on decorated bone. This local geometric style seems to be

largely restricted to southeastern Florida, with designs including
Mississippian-style bone carvings include the distinctive baton- interlocking incised lines, "T-shaped" motifs, zoned-punctated,

like pins or combs with deeply engraved diamond motifs, as zoned-hatched, and pendent-loop patterns. Designs are executed
well as animal imagery derived directly from Mississippian shell on ornamental bone pins and pendants, as well as other utilitari-
gorgets and associated imagery, described below (Wheeler an implements. Some of these designs share similarities with
1992a, 1992b). The baton-shaped pins are known from burial those of Safety Harbor culture ceramics, to which they may be
and habitation contexts at sites in geographically disparate areas. related. In some cases the designs of the peninsular geometric
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Figure 2. Rectilinear motifs in bone, peninsular geometric style: a) pin, 12.4 cm, Hontoon Island
(8V0202), FBAR; b) pin, 4.8 cm, Upper Matecumbe (8MO17) (after Goggin and Sommer 1949:48-
49); c) pin, 2.5 cm, Onion Key (8MO49) (after Griffin 1988:109); d) pin fragment, 2.8 cm, Riviera
(8PB30), FAU; e) pin head, 2 cm, Granada (8DA11), FBAR 78-101-330-4; J) flat pin fragment, 2.9
cm, Hontoon Island, FBAR; g) pin, 6.6 cm, Fuller (8BR90) (after Rouse 1951:Plate 5); h) pin
fragment, 6.5 cm, Palmer-Taylor (8SE18), YPM 128481; i) engraved bone with rectilinear and tail-
feather motifs, 3.5 cm, Narvaez (8PI54) (after Gamble and Warren 1966:154);J) feather holder, 2.1
cm, Granada, FBAR 78-101-450-6; k) feather holder, 2.6 cm, Granada, FBAR 78-101-38-95.

style are combined or reinterpreted with those of southeastern may be associated with the early development of the peninsular
Florida. Unfortunately, most decorated bone objects are geometric style discussed above, as both have motifs derived
fragmentary, and many in our current sample have come from from weaving and textile work.
unprovenienced collections or from sites where specific tempo- Punctated Pendants. Bone pendants bearing punctated
ral contexts are unknown. The following is a description of designs have been recovered from a number of sites in south-
some of the classes of designs and design combinations we have eastern Florida. Figure 6 illustrates a series of these pendants.
observed. Note that the punctated design is often unorganized, as if

Knot-and-Braid Motif. We have included under the heading punctations were added at random. Sometimes punctations are
of Everglades style several examples of knot-and-braid imagery organized in groups, lines, or panels. Occasionally specimens
incised on bone. The two finest pieces were recovered from have a few incised lines. The punctated pendant from Bear Lake
8DA140 in Glades II contexts (Coleman 1971); the example (8M033) (Figure 6b) was recovered from a Glades I late (A.D.
from Granada (8DA11) is more recent (Figure 5). Knot imagery 500-750) context (Griffin 1988:210). The pendant from Mar-
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Figure 3. Curvilinear motifs in bone, peninsular geometric style: a) owl totem, 2 m, Hontoon Island (after Bullen 1955); b)

pin fragment with feather motif, 4.7 cm, Granada, FBAR; c) pin head, 1.7 cm, Granada, FBAR 78-101-1394; d) pin with

feather and tail- feather motif, 5.7 cm, Hontoon Island, FBAR; e) pendant with feather motif, 3.5 cm, Hontoon Island, FBAR;

f) pin with feather motif, 7.1 cm, Alderman (8V0135), Rollins College; g) pin with tail-feather and rectilinear-guilloche motifs,

7.2 cm, Belle Glade (8PB41), NMNH-SI 383693; h) pin head with tail-feather motif, South Indian Field (8BR23) (after

Ferguson 1951:Plate 4c); I} pin with tail feather motif, 8.8 cm, Belle Glade, NMNH-SI 383693; j) pin head, 2 cm, Granada,

FBAR 78-101-140-5.

gate-Blount (8BD41) (Figure 6c) was recovered from a Glades Sommer (1949:48-49) report a specimen with this design from

IlIa (A.D. 1200-1400) stratum, along with other decorated bone Upper Matecumbe. In most cases this motif takes the form of

artifacts exhibiting Mississippian decorative elements. The two nested "U" designs with a central line. Some specimens

punctated pendant fragment from Upper Matecumbe (8MO17) have several registers containing this design, while others have

(Figure 6a) was associated with Surfside Incised ceramics, again panels with the design that wrap around the shaft of the artifact.

providing a temporal context of Glades IIIa. Several similar The technical quality of carving varies from specimen to

undecorated pendants are known from southern Florida, specimen, including some that have faint, uneven lines, and

including examples from Gait Island (Lee 1990:280), Belle others with deep, broad, and regular engraving. In one case,

Glade (Willey 1949a:43), and Granada (Richardson and Pohl this interlocking motif is found on an artifact that bears the

1982:117, 119, 122, Plate 32). Some of these pendants are rectilinear guilloche of the peninsular geometric style. The

paddle-shaped like the one in Figure 6b. rectilinear motif is well-known along the east coast, but the

Interlocking Motif. A motif identified on several Everglades interlocking motif only occurs in southern Florida. The speci-

area bone artifact fragments could be described as an interlock- men (Figure 7a) with this combination is from Cheetum

ing, "T-shaped" or "U-shaped" pattern (Figure 7). Goggin and (8DA1058) and dates to Glades IIc/lla (A.D. 1000-1400)
ing, "T-shaped" or "U-shaped" pattern (Figure 7). Goggin and (8DA1058) and dates to Glades IIc/IlIa (A.D. 1000-1400)
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according to Laxson's (1962) classification of pottery from the (8DA1058) (Figure 8b) combines a cruciform shape with similar
site. Other specimens bearing this interlocking style include incised lines and a diamond-shaped central recess. This speci-
examples from Granada (8DA11) (Figure 7c) dating to the men may be abstracted from zoomorphic imagery, indicating
Glades IIIb (A.D. 1400-1513) period, Big Pine Midden 1 that some of the other Everglades-style incising may be
(8MO7) (Figure 7b) associated with mixed ceramics of several associated with animal designs. Cruciform motifs are known to
Glades periods, as well as an unprovenienced specimen (Figure occur on Weeden Island ceramics, although this motif is far
7d) from Dade County collected by the Miami West Indian more common on the pottery of the Fort Walton culture. Bone
Archaeological Society. pins or combs with diamond-shaped recesses also are associated

Interlocking and Punctated Motif. The interlocking motif with the Safety Harbor and Fort Walton cultures (see discussion
described above is occasionally combined with punctations. One of baton-shaped bone pins above).
particularly interesting piece with an interlocking and punctated Loop and Pendent-Loop Motifs. Several carved bone frag-
motif appears to have served as a handle, possibly from a ments bear loop motifs or what may be better described as
composite bone awl or fid (Figure 8a). This bone handle also pendent-loop motifs (Figure 9). Often these designs appear to
bears an incised-cruciform motif. The cruciform pattern may be have been parts of larger panels or registers that wrapped
a typical component of the interlocking motif, but since this is around bone implements. One specimen (Figure 9c) from a
one of the few complete specimens known, it is impossible to Glades III context at Granada (8DA11) exhibits the ingenious
tell. A fragmentary specimen (Figure 8c), probably a pin, from use of symmetry in the manner in which the pendent loops have
a Glades III context at Granada (8DA11), bears a similar motif, been executed. Other examples from the same site are less
with a possible cross-shaped incised pattern and several organized, but also include pendent-loop motifs (Figure 9a-b).
groups of punctations. A decorated bone pendant from Cheetum Pendent loops also are a component of the peninsular geometric
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Figure 4. Baton-shaped bone pins: a) 4.4 cm, Granada, FBAR 78-101-462-3; b) fish bone, 2.9 cm, Granada, FBAR 78-101-19-
136; c) 7 cm, Granada, FBAR; d) 3.1 cm, Granada, FBAR 78-101-24-59; e) 5.1 cm, Lake Jackson (8LE1) (after Richardson
and Pohl 1982:169); J) 6.5 cm, g) 6.2 cm, h) 6.1 cm, Picnic (8HI3) (redrawn from photographs in the Goggin Collection,
FLMNH); i) 5.8 cm, Coral Springs (8BD50) (after Williams 1970:144); j) Diego and Jenks Mounds (8SJ8), NMNH-SI 31738
(redrawn from sketches in Goggin field book 1944:11).
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Figure 5. Knot-and-braid motifs: a) bone pin fragment, knot motif, 5.1 cm, Granada, Glades Ib,
FBAR 78-101-184-4; b) bone pendant, braid motif, two fragments, 3 and 4.9 cm, 8DA140, Glades

II, HMSF 2343.1; c) bone pin/pendant, knot-and-cord motif, 6.5 cm, 8DA140, Glades H, HMSF
2343.2.
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Figure 6. Bone pendants, punctuated motif: a) bone pendant , 3.5 c, Upper Matecumbe (8M 17),

Glades ma, HMSF 1992.3; b) bone pendant, 5.7 cm, Bear Lake (8MO33), Glades I late (after Grifin

1988:Figure 5.8); c) bone pendant, 3.2 cm, Margate-Blount (8BD41), Glades lia, BCAS.

-------------------
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1988:Figure 5.8); c) bone pendant, 3.2 cm, Margate-Blount (8BD41), Glades Lia, BCAS.
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Figure 7. Interlocking motif: a) bone pin, two fragments, feather motif on head, interlocking or "T-
shaped" motif surrounding rectilinear guilloche, 5.8 cm, Cheetum (8DA1058), Glades IIc/IIIa, HMSF
2973.1; b) pin fragment, 5 cm, Big Pine Midden 1 (8M07), Glades II/III, FLMNH 93325; c) pin
fragment, 1.9 cm, Granada, Glades IIIb, FBAR 78-101-171-30; d) pin fragment, 2.9 cm, Dade
County, HMSF 2342.2.

style, where they are related to avian images, specifically include a bone pin fragment (Figure 10b) and a bone flute or
feather and tail-feather motifs (compare with the examples in flageolet (Figure 10d), both from Glades IIIb contexts.
Figure 3, as well as the head of the bone pin fragment from Zoned-Hatched Motif. Only small fragments of bone objects
Cheetum in Figure 7a and the Tamiami Trail 1 pin in Figure with a zoned-hatched motif have been recovered. Figure 11
10a; also see Wheeler 1992b). illustrates several fragments with this motif, including two
Zoned-Punctated Motif. The use of zoned punctations also is unprovenienced specimens from Dade County (Figure I la, b),

fairly common on southern Florida specimens (Figure 10). The and one from Granada (Figure 1 lc). It is possible that this
punctations are not particularly organized, but usually are design is more closely aligned with the rectilinear forms of the
enclosed within incised zones. Specimens examined within this peninsular geometric style mentioned above, which often have
design category include an unprovenienced fragment of bird zoned-hatched diamond forms.
bone (Figure 10f) from Dade County, and another fragment of
bird bone (Figure 10e) from a Glades IIIb context at Granada, Antler Carvings from Margate-Blount
both of which may have been beads. An engraved pin fragment
(Figure 10a) from Tamiami Trail 1 (8DA33) combines zoned Examples of decorated antler from Margate-Blount (8BD41)
punctation with pendent loops, as well as another figure, are clearly associated with Safety Harbor and Mississippian
perhaps best described as a "barred-oval" motif, not unlike that design and imagery, including the use of scroll, pendent-loop,
known on Mississippian-era artifacts (Waring and Holder zoned-punctated, and cross-hatched motifs (Figure 12). The
1945:5). The Tamiami Trail 1 specimen is related in many ways three examples illustrated here were recovered by the Broward
to the decorated bone of the peninsular geometric style, County Archaeological Society from what could best be
including the manner in which curvilinear elements form a described as a "ceremonial precinct." Other components of the
central diamond and in the rays or lines that emanate from the site include a village midden and cemetery. Within the ceremo-
pendent loops at the terminal end. An unusual pin fragment nial precinct artifacts were buried, perhaps as ritual offerings,
(Figure 10c) from Honey Hills (8DA411) has a raised facade on along with the remains of alligators, rattlesnakes, turtles, and
its obverse side with an incised rectangle and punctated design. raccoons that were ritually prepared and interred (Gypsy
The reverse side bears a similar design executed primarily with Graves, personal communication, 1991; Wheeler 1992a:94-96).
punctations. Raised facades are known on other southern The rattlesnake imagery found on the antler carving from
Florida effigy-style bone carvings. Additional specimens from Margate-Blount (cf. Figures 12b and 14) mimics that known on
Granada with zoned-punctated or incised-and-punctated designs shell gorgets from Tennessee (see Kneberg 1959; Muller 1966).
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Figure 8. Interlocking-and-punctated motif: a) bone handle, cruciform-and-punctated motif, 11.75
cm, Dade County; b) pendant, cruciform-and-diamond motif, 6.4 cm, Cheetum, Glades II/I, HMSF
1274; c) pin fragment, 2.9 cm, Granada, Glades m, FBAR 78-101-677-6.

a b c

Figure 9. Loop-and-pendent-loop motif: a) pin fragment, 2.4 cm, Granada, Glades I, FBAR 78-101-

cm, Granada, Glades m, FBAR 78-101-342-6.
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Figure 10. Zoned-punctated motif: a) pin fragment, barred-oval and punctated motifs, 3.8 cm, Tamiami Trail
1 (8DA33), HMSF 1298; b) pin, punctations and incised lines, 7 cm, Granada, Glades IIb, FBAR 78-101-696-
1; c) pin with raised facade, 8.8 cm, Honey Hills (8DA411), HMSF 40.6.7; d) bone flute or flageolet, 8 cm,
Granada, Glades IIb, FBAR; e) bone tube fragment, 3.9 cm, Granada, Glades HIb, FBAR 78-101-677-6;
f) bone tube fragment, 1.8 cm, Dade County, HMSF 2342.6.

The Pine Harbor site of coastal Georgia is the nearest locality many that have direct analogs in Safety Harbor motifs. The
producing similar imagery (Cook and Pearson 1989:153). Pine combination of motifs, as well as the overall form of the
Harbor has produced artifacts with designs that closely resemble carving, helps confirm that these are components of rattlesnake
Safety Harbor Incised ceramics and-some of the geometric bone imagery. This interpretation may help in understanding these
carvings discussed here (Larson 1955, 1958). The antler carving motifs when they appear as isolates on Safety Harbor pottery or
illustrated in Figure 12b combines a variety of motifs, including other decorated bone artifacts.

a
b

Figure 11. Zoned-hatched motif: a) pin fragment, 1.4 cm, Dade County, HMSF 2342.4; b)
pin fragment, 2.5 cm, Dade County, HMSF 2342.5; c) pin fragment, 1.6 cm, Granada,
Glades HI, FBAR 78-101-425-7.
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Figure 12. Engraved antler from Margate-Blount (8BD41): a) fragmentary carving with concentric-

arc motif, probably depicting a rattlesnake rattle, 3.5 cm, Glades IIIc; b) Mississippian rattlesnake
motif, cross hatching, pendent-loop, and additional zoned-punctated motifs, 14.8 cm, Glades Ic;

c) stylized vulture carving with cross-in-circle motif, 6 cm, Glades IIc, BCAS.

The artifact illustrated in Figure 12c represents a rather pattern described for Safety Harbor ceramics, where earlier

stylized vulture, with large round eyes, down-curving beak, and designs and forms are merged with introduced Mississippian

bald, wrinkled head. The shaft of the artifact is adorned with ones. The antler artifacts considered here, along with their

pendent-loop motifs and a modified cross-in-circle motif. Like context in a ceremonial precinct with attendant animal offerings,

its rattlesnake counterpart, this image is highly abstracted and suggest that earlier patterns were being preserved and combined

combines geometric designs and zoomorphic imagery, an with extra-local Mississippian designs.

extremely rare occurrence in Glades tradition art.
The Margate-Blount artifacts display a rare and interesting Discussion

merger of Safety Harbor and Mississippian designs with animal
forms that clearly are related to older patterns within Weeden The meaning of the designs discussed above may always

Island and Glades arts. These objects are rather anomalous, remain a mystery; however, we can make some observations

since all other artifacts of southeastern Florida are either regarding the dating of the various motifs involved and the

naturalistic zoomorphic carvings or the decorated geometric relationships of the motifs with those of surrounding style areas.

feather holders. The Margate-Blount artifacts exhibit the same The notion that some of these artifacts are local manifestations
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Figure 13. Safety Harbor Incised vessels: a) bottle with applique hands-and-baton motif, Tierra
Verde (8PI1692) (after Sears 1967:Figure 8); b) bottle with herring-bone and zig-zag motifs, Arcadia
(8DE1) (after Willey 1949a:Figure 63); c) bottle with volute and running-scroll motifs, Arcadia (after
Willey 1949a:Figure 63); d) bottle with pendent-loop motif, Tierra Verde (after Sears 1967:Figure 9);
e) conical jar with feather or serpent motif, Parrish Mound 3 (8MA3) (after Willey 1949a:Figure 64).
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Figure 14. Citico-style rattlesnake gorgets, marine shell, Tennessee (from Holmes 1883:293).

of Mississippian-related styles is an important step in under- related in many ways to the Mississippian cultures of the
standing and organizing the art styles of the late precontact and southeastern United States, also are directed with incised,
early European contact periods in southern Florida. zoned-punctated, and pendent-loop motifs (see Willey

The use of incising, punctations, and zoned punctations on 1949b:479-482). The use of punctations in Safety Harbor times
decorated bone from southeastern Florida lends itself to was probably an outgrowth of the earlier Weeden Island
comparison with the decorated ceramics of the Safety Harbor complex, in which punctations were a major decorative element.
culture (A.D. 900-1725), which was centered on the central Temporally, we have demonstrated that incised and punctated
Gulf Coast (see Figure 13). The ceramics of Safety Harbor, bone pre-date Safety Harbor. There is, however, a florescence
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of decorated bone during Glades III, coincident with the Safety appear to represent a merging of traditional Glades zo6morphic
Harbor culture and other Mississippian manifestations in forms with late Mississippian designs. These carving styles
Florida. The decorated antler from Margate-Blount is clearly overlap, in terms of motifs, geographic dispersal, and temporal
associated with Safety Harbor and Mississippian design and assignment. Each of the three is associated with Mississippian
imagery, including the use of scroll, pendent-loop, zoned- decorative work in a different way. The baton-shaped pins are
punctated, and cross-hatched motifs (cf. Figures 12 and 14). found in Mississippian contexts, suggesting that they are the
The presence of the baton-shaped bone pins and examples of the most closely associated with the material culture of the South-
peninsular geometric style in Safety Harbor and Glades sites eastern Ceremonial Complex. The peninsular geometric style
suggests a further connection. appears most distinct stylistically from Mississippian-era art,

We have also noted the influence of the bone-carving style although its temporal assignment and distribution throughout
associated with the St. Johns River and Indian River areas. The southern and eastern Florida suggest it is a more local out-
combination of the rectilinear guilloche of the east coast with growth of the Glades tradition, perhaps related to emblems or
the interlocking pattern of southeastern Florida, as well as the insignia of a newly emergent elite class. The Everglades style
reinterpretation of the curvilinear designs of the former area, is more closely allied with other Florida Mississippian horizon
suggest some relationships between the Everglades and peninsu- manifestations (e.g., Safety Harbor) in its extensive use of
lar geometric styles. However, the use of punctations is punctations and other motifs, but it has a very limited geograph-
conservative at best in the peninsular geometric style, and the ic dispersal when compared to the other bone-carving styles of
designs of each area, when combined, remain distinct. this area.

The relationship of the decorative traditions mentioned above The identification of this last style is important for several
may be more complex than originally suspected. Richardson and reasons. First, the widely diverse, yet related styles that were
Pohl (1982:138) note a general increase in decorated bone in use in southern and eastern Florida point to a complicated
during the Glades III period at the Granada site. Most decorated artistic tradition within this region, which includes several
bone artifacts examined for this study date to the Glades II and design systems that seem to have coexisted. Second, the
III periods. This coincides with the development and appearance manifestation within the Everglades area of a local Mississippi-
of Safety Harbor and other Mississippian-related cultures, and an-related carving tradition links this area to the rest of Florida
Glades contacts with them. It seems likely that the older and the Southeast during the Mississippian era. This last point
decorative tradition of the Everglades area, already relying on is particularly significant since these items were not simply
incised and punctated motifs, was renewed by an infusion of imported from elsewhere, but represent a local reinterpretation
designs from adjacent style areas. of extra-local designs in traditional media and a participation in

the Mississippian artistic horizon.
Conclusion

Notes
The cultures of southeastern Florida have rarely been consid-

ered as participants in the decorative aspects of the Mississippi- ' Artifacts illustrated and discussed in this paper are curated at the following

an horizon or Southeastern Ceremonial Complex. Closer institutions: Florida Bureau of Archaeological Research, Florida Division of

scrutiny has revealed that there are several local art styles Historical Resources (FBAR); Historical Museum of Southern Florida (HMSF);

related to broader Mississippian patterns, and these probably are Gr a v es M u seu m o f A r c ha e o lo g y a n d N a tu r al H i s to r y , B r o w a rd C o u n t y

o b M pr , a pro Archaeological Society (BCAS); University Museum, University of Pennsylva-
elaborations of earlier styles. The bone carvings of southern nia (UM); Florida Museum of Natural History (FLMNH); National Museum of

Florida have an analog in the Safety Harbor ceramics of Tampa Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, United States National Museum

Bay and the lower Gulf Coast. Safety Harbor ceramics-exhibit (NMNH-SI); National Park Service, Tallahassee (NPS); Yale Peabody Museum

a merging of earlier forms (Weeden Island) with the designs and (YPM); Florida Atlantic University (FAU); and Rollins College. Artifacts are
o t M h , i renter identified by the above institutional abbreviations and catalog numbers.

motifs of the Mississippian horizon, indicating that the r2 We have recently learned of several decorated bone artifacts with T-shaped
pretation of local forms, when confronted with exotic imagery, heads from the Yat Kitischee site in Pinellas County (Mitchell 1995:Figures 8.2-

is a characteristic of southern Florida. 8.3). Bone pins with T-shaped or flanged heads occur at a number of sites

Local and regional manifestations of Mississippian-related throughout the Florida peninsula, including Key Marco (Gilliland 1975:210-

decorative work have been identified here in at least three bone- 211), Granada (Richardson and Pohl 1982:Plate 31q-r), at least one site in
carving styles. These include specimens that are found in Safety Broward County (Gypsy Graves, personal communication, 1992), and possibly

carving styles. These -haarefounmSafety Tick Island (Jahn and Bullen 1978:Figures 29, 30). We consider these artifacts
Harbor and Fort Walton culture burial mounds, as well as in to be related to the peninsular geometric style, although further research is

southeastern Florida, best characterized by the baton-shaped, required to identify the various forms, designs, and distributions.

bone hair pins. Another bone-carving style is found throughout
the peninsula and is characterized by rectilinear and curvilinear Acknowledgments
designs derived from technical crafts like weaving and feather-
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